Syria launches huge sweep on demonstrators - activists
http://ow.ly/6uPC5

US, Europe in Mideast peace push before UN showdown
http://ow.ly/6uPBu

Space food, shuttle tiles for sale by NASA
http://ow.ly/6uPAN

Scores protest against US ‘interference’ in domestic affairs
http://ow.ly/6uPA8

Jordan celebrates Mujib’s new status as biosphere reserve
http://ow.ly/6uPzh

‘62 per cent of Disi project completed’
http://ow.ly/6uPyq

Wastewater treatment plant to undergo expansion, renovation
http://ow.ly/6uPx2
Taking on Turkey - Israel’s ‘dangerous’ game [link]

Israel’s blockade of Gaza illegal -UN experts [link]

Jailed Americans to be freed soon - Iran president [link]

President’s offer triggers new protests in Yemen [link]